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8 – Examples
8-1 Reduction of residual waste by introducing new waste
logistics
At the beginning of a CP project, many companies generate a large amount
of waste. There is no functioning waste logistics system due to the lack of
appropriate containers but also because staff have not been properly
informed and are not motivated.
A well functioning waste logistics system can be seen as the calling card of
a company and is a first and important step in a CP project. The following
example illustrates how a company could dramatically cut down on its
residual waste and thus save considerable costs.
The situation at the beginning: The company develops photos from
celluloid films as well as digital photos and deals in photo equipment. It has
150 employees. Only three different types of waste (residual waste,
wastepaper and packaging waste) are collected and the few available
containers are not labelled or marked according to a colour system. In
addition, most of the containers are placed at a distance from the
workplaces of the employees.
A first check of the waste logistics leads to the following results:


Introduction of eight instead of three types of waste (newly
introduced: metal, workshop waste, waste oil, organic waste,
glass);



Purchase of new containers;



Uniform labelling/marking of the containers;



Design of a company-specific waste segregation guide;



Training of employees on appropriate waste segregation.

Due to these measures 25% of the residual waste could be avoided. In
absolute figures this corresponds to 27.5 tons of residual waste and to a
cost reduction of EUR 3,500 per year.
Furthermore, an analysis showed that a large part of the residual waste
consists of film containers – small boxes made of metal. These containers
were examined in more detail and the analysis provided the following
results: A metal box weighs 8 g, the metal shutter 1 g and the inlet made
of plastics 2.5 g. If we assume that 15,000 pieces are thrown away every
day, the metallic part of the residual waste amounts to 33 tons per year
resulting in disposal costs of EUR 4,000.
In order to reduce its residual waste the company started negotiations with
the neighbouring company, a scrap-dealer and solved the waste problem
as follows: Instead of throwing the film containers into the residual waste
they were separately collected and transported twice a week to the scrap
dealer who paid for this waste. Thus the resulting savings amounted to
EUR 4,000 per year due to the reduced residual waste, supplemented by a
revenue of EUR 4,000 for the metal sold.
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8-2 Significant reduction of hazardous waste

Car repair shop
Specific hazardous waste
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This example illustrates the development of a hazardous waste
management system in a car repair shop and shows the potential of
appropriate waste management combined with changes in technology and
the training of employees. Further below a short overview of the measures
implemented since 1995 is provided, when the company joined a regional
CP project.


Change from paper tissues used for cleaning to a rental system
providing cleaning rags made of cloth. The oil-contaminated paper
tissues, which previously were thrown into the hazardous waste
category, were substituted by cleaning rags that are collected and
washed by a textile rental company.



Special training for employees working with paints and solvents. If
the remaining paint is completely dried, it no longer has to be
disposed of as hazardous waste but can be collected in the
containers as metallic waste.



Change of technology: a new ultra-filtration unit for the washing
process of oily motor parts was installed. A ceramic membrane
filters the solution and removes the oil. In this way the washing
solution can be used for up to four months, thus reducing the
hazardous oily waste by about 75% to 80%.

The combination and step-by-step introduction of these measures led to a
dramatic reduction of hazardous waste from 4.68 kg to 1.78 kg per paint
job which equals a reduction of 62 %.
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8-3 Training in the reduction of residual waste
A hospital that had been implementing a cleaner production programme for
seven years started an initiative called “Our environment, our hospital” in
the seventh year. The staff received new informational material on the
correct segregation of waste and training courses on environmental topics
were organized.
Five one-day training courses were held for altogether 460 employees. The
courses dealt with the correct segregation of waste with special emphasis
on the often problematic waste generated in hospitals.
The success of this initiative was quite impressive:


Within one year altogether 32 tons of residual waste was saved.



As an additional benefit of the training sessions and awarenessraising seminars, hazardous hospital waste could also be
significantly reduced over the years.

Savings without investments using the example of
hazardous medical waste
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8-4 Waste segregation guide
Below you will find an example for a “neutral”, i.e non company-specific
waste segregation guide from Austria, issued by a municipal waste disposal
company.
Please note that colours are used to indicate the different types of waste:
red for wastepaper, green for coloured glass, yellow for packaging waste,
blue for metal waste, brown for organic waste and black for residual waste.
This colour code is valid for all households in Austria and it is therefore
recommended to maintain this colour code for in-company logistics.

Examples of typical container systems available on the European market
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